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Abstract. As one of the most important part in one research, an abstract should be written as well as possible to make the readers be capable of comprehending and assessing whether its quality is good or not. Based on Koopman (1997: 1) and Owen D Williamson (2007: 3) that one of the criteria of good abstract is that it should have the complete abstract structure, that is Introduction, Objective or Aim, Methodology, Findings/Results and Conclusion written within 5 (five) paragraphs. In fact, not all abstract written by Ph.D students have those 5 (five) aspects and format. Referring to the problem stated above, this research is aimed at finding and describing some variations of writing format and abstract structure written by Ph.D students of State Universities in Surabaya. Meanwhile, the methodology employed in this research was descriptive qualitative. The data were taken from 15 dissertation abstracts written by Ph.D Students: 8 abstracts taken from the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Planning/FTSP-ITS and the 7 others were from Medical Science of Airlangga University Surabaya. The data collected were the writing format dealing with the number of paragraphs of each abstract and its abstract structure. Furthermore, having been analyzed and discussed, among those 15 abstract texts, it was found that the writing format and its variations of abstract structure of dissertation was: [a] in accordance with the number of paragraphs: 6 texts (40%) written in 3 paragraphs, 4 texts (26.66%) written in 5 paragraphs, 3 abstracts (20%) written in 4 paragraphs, 2 texts (13.33%) written in 1 paragraph; [b] Meanwhile in accordance with the number of abstract structures: most of the abstracts: 9 abstract texts (60%) were not completed with ‘conclusion’, 5 texts (33.33%) with no ‘objective’, only 4 texts (26.66%) were completed with 5 abstract structure, 4 texts (26.66%) were not supported with the 2 abstract structure: ‘objective and conclusion’ and 1 text (6.66%) did not have an ‘introduction’. Finally, it was found that there were several variations dealing with the writing format of dissertation abstracts both in line with the number of paragraphs and its abstract structure.
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1 Introduction

Abstract (Noun) is a short account, e.g. of the chief points of a piece of writing, a book, speech, etc”, Hornby (1974: 4). Then, based on Webster’s Desk Dictionary of the English Language, the word ‘abstract’ is said as a summary of a statement, etc’ (Webster, 1983: 4). However, for the broader meaning, there are 2 [two] ideas that could be noted. The first was Judith Kilborn (1998: 1) that said that an abstract was a condensed version of a longer piece of writing that highlights the major points covered, concisely describes the content and scope of the writing, and reviews the writing’s contents in abbreviated form”. The second one, abstract means a short informative or descriptive summary of a longer report which has been simplified into condensed version of an original work, such as a book, journal article, technical report, patent, or sometimes a speech or an interview, Susan Gilbert (1985: 1)

In line with several definitions above, it could be assumed that abstract means a very brief writing/report telling about an activity that has just been conducted and completed by someone in advance having a certain objective or goal. Some written forms that can be abstracted are a book, article for a journal, technical report etc, including research report itself. Furthermore, viewed from its function, abstract can be classified into 2 (two) kinds, descriptive and informative abstract. Descriptive abstract refers to the one that reports/tells a short information about a report, an article/paper, or some other alike covering its objective/aim, methodology, the field or content of report, article or paper. As the result of one research, an abstract is usually written at the beginning of an article or paper before Chapter I. Introduction part.
Therefore, if an abstract is correlated with a final research report, it should have five research reports covering introduction, aim or objective, methodology, finding and discussion and conclusion. Due to its function as a result of research, abstract has to consist of [a] the title of research, [b] researcher’s name, [c] a short description containing of the background of a study, research problems, the aim of a study, review of related literature, methodology and its analysis, finding and results, main benefit and recommendation.

Meanwhile, viewed from its essence, abstract consists of two important parts: abstract structure and abstract characteristics.

(a) Abstract Structure: In general, based on its text structure as a research result, abstract has to consist of 3 (three) main parts: (1) Opening, containing the explanation about the title and the reasons to conduct the research; (2) Body, is the main content of the whole activity covering important parts dealing with some steps to conduct the research such as: research identity, the aim of a study, statement of the problems, methodology including its supporting theories and related previous researches and (3) Closing, is the final research result and conclusion (Judith Kilborn, 1998).

Moreover, Koopman (1997: 1) said that abstract structure had to cover 5 aspects; (1) Motivation, is the reasons/importance to choose the research topics; (2) Objective or Goal, is usually stated in Statement of the problems that become the focus to be discussed in the research; (3) Approach, is the methodology used to analyze the data available to obtain the expected findings; (4) Results, is the answers or result finding from the statement of the problems; and (5) Conclusion, is a brief summary of the research and implication towards the finding result or the answers from the statement of the problems.

Furthermore, the similar idea was also stated by Owen D Williamson (2007 : 3). He said that besides those 5 (five) abstract structures stated above, a good abstract should be completed with ‘coherence of text. Therefore, besides those five aspects: (1) introduction, (2) aims, (3) methods, (4) findings/results, (5) conclusions, abstract should cover (6) ‘coherence’. The coherence of text writing was also supported by Reiss and Vemmer in Jeremy Munday (2000 : 79).

One text is considered to be coherence when the sentences arranged and paragraphs are interrelated and cannot be separated one and another. Therefore, a good abstract should show the wholeness of meaning of text. In line with how important the coherence of text is, Judith Kilborn (1998 : 2) said that there were some criteria in efforts to get a good abstract, based on its [1] substance aspect and [2] linguistic aspect. From its substance aspect, one research can be conducted either qualitative or quantitative or both at once (mixed). Meanwhile, in accordance with its linguistic aspect especially in abstract writing, a researcher can analyze the text from its lexical equivalence and grammatical structure and its coherence of text. Most of sentences uses are simple present tense for opening or introduction, while the four others [aim, methodology, discussion finding and conclusion] have to use simple past tense and are dominated with passive voice.

(b) Writing format: Moreover, writing format in this research refers to the number of paragraphs used by Ph.D students to write their texts of abstracts. Normally, based on the explanation above, abstract text should have 5 (five) paragraphs which represents their abstrct structure: [1] introduction, [2] aims, [3] methods, [4] findings/results, [5] conclusions, Owen D Williamson (2007 : 3). On the other hand, it was found that many of the abstract texts written by Ph.D students had only 4-3-2 and even 1 (one) paragraph. This research is aimed at finding and describing the writing format and variations of abstract structure written by Ph.D students of State Universities in Surabaya.

### 2 Methodology

The methodology employed in this research was descriptive qualitative. The data were taken from 15 (fifteen) texts of dissertation abstracts written by Ph.D Students of State Universities in Surabaya. The eight (eight) texts of dissertation abstracts were taken from the Faculty of Civil Engineering and Planning/FTSP-ITS and the 7 (seven) others were taken from Medical Science of Airlangga University Surabaya. The data collected were the writing format dealing with the number of paragraphs of each abstract text and its abstract structure.

### 3 Result and Discussion

As it was explained previously, that that the main data were taken from the 15 (fifteen) texts of dissertation abstract written by Ph.D students of State Universities in Surabaya. To make it clear, the collected data dealing with the number of paragraphs [writing format] and abstract structure of each abstract text could be seen in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Data</th>
<th>Introduction</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Results/Finding</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Number of Paragraphs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-1</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-2</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-3</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-4</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-5</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-6</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Tabulation of Abstract Structure & the Writing Format [Number of Paragraphs] of Each Text of Dissertation Abstract.
Writing Format [Number of Paragraph] of Abstract Text

Based on the table above it could be seen that the writing format of abstract texts written by Ph.D students of State Universities in Surabaya were quite diverse/varied. Among those 15 (fifteen) abstract texts, 11 (eleven) texts out of the 15 (fifteen) were dominated by the abstract texts having no appropriate writing format. This meant that most of the abstract texts (73.33%) were deviated. This deviation was found in data number [K-2, K-3, K-4, T-1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8] because in fact those abstracts had less than 5 (five) paragraphs. Meanwhile, those that had complete writing format were only 26.66%. This meant that the abstract texts were written completely and they had 5 (five) paragraphs covering 5 (five) abstract structures: introduction, aim, methodology, finding/result and conclusion. This complete writing format of abstract texts was found in data number [K-1, K-5, K-6, K-7]. Here were the detail findings: [1] there were 4 (four) abstract texts having 5 (five) paragraph (complete): 26.66%, data no. K1-K3-K5-K6. These data covered 5 (five) abstract structures: introduction, aim, methodology, finding/result and conclusion. [2] there were 3 (three) abstract texts having 4 (four) paragraphs: 20%, data no. K2-T3-T4; [3] there were 5 (six) abstract texts having 3 (three) paragraphs: 40%, data no. T1-T2-T5-T6-T7-T8; [4] there was 2 (two) abstract text having 1 (one) paragraph: 13.33%, data no. K3-K4.

Abstract Structure.

As it was explained in advance, writing an abstract of a research report should cover 5 (five) abstract structures: [1] introduction, [2] aim/objective, [3] methodology, [4] findings/results and discussion, [5] conclusion. Koopman (1997:1) and Williamson (2007:3). In line with this statement or requirement and based on the collected data presented in the table above, it could be seen that the abstract structure of abstract texts written by Ph.D students of State Universities in Surabaya were quite diverse/varied. Among those 15 (fifteen) abstract texts, 11 (eleven) texts out of the 15 (fifteen): 73.33% were dominated by the abstract texts which did not have complete abstract structure. They might not have ‘introduction, aim/objective and or conclusion. These data were data no. K2-4-7, T1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8. Meanwhile, only 4 abstracts: 26.66% having complete abstract structures. This meant that these four abstracts had 1) introduction, 2) aim, 3) methodology, 4) findings/results, 5) conclusion. Here were the detail findings: [1] there were 4 (four) abstract texts: 26.66% which had complete abstract structure. They were data no. K1-K3-K5-K6. These data covered 5 (five) abstract structures: introduction, aim/objective, methodology, findings/results and discussion and conclusion; [2] there was 1 (one) datum: 6.66% which did not have ‘introduction’. It was data no. K7; [3] There were 5 (five) abstract texts: 33.33% which did not have ‘aim/objective'. They were data no. T1-3-5-7-8; [4] There were 9 (nine) abstract texts: 60% (the most) which did not have ‘conclusion’. These data were data no. K2-4, T1-2-3-4-5-6-8; [5] Finally, there were 4 (four) abstract texts: 26.66%, which had no both ‘aim/objective and conclusion’. They were data no. T1-3-5-8.

*Discussion: In line with the writing format and abstract structure as it was explained previously, datum no. T-5 might not be classified as a good example in abstract writing because it did not satisfy both its writing format and abstract structure. The writing format that had to consist of 5 (five) paragraphs, this datum only had 3 (three) paragraphs and this abstract text did not have ‘aim and conclusion’. Furthermore, each paragraph that had to have only one abstract structure, the two of three paragraphs, paragraph two and three, had more than one abstract structure. Paragraph two consisted of introduction and methodology while paragraph three consisted of methodology and findings.

Conclusion

In line with some findings and discussion above, it could be concluded that there were several variations of writing format of dissertation abstracts both dealing with the number of paragraphs and its abstract structure. For writing format, the finding result was dominated by abstract texts which had 3 (three) paragraphs [40%]. While for the abstract structure, it was dominated by abstract texts which had no conclusion [60%]. Finally, among the 15 (fifteen) abstract texts, only 3 (three) of them [20%], data no. K1-5-6 were classified as a good abstract writing, satisfying both their writing format and abstract structure.
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